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We use quantifier elimination for [w and Q, to give elementary proofs of some 
basic results on algebraic groups G over these Fields. In particular (i) the 
commutator subgroup is closed (and in the real case, semialgebraic), and (ii) if G 
is simple then any homomorphism of G into a compact topological group is 
continuous (van de Waerden, Math. 2. 36 (1933), 780-786; A. Bore1 and J. Tits, 
Ann. of Math. (2) 97 (1973), 499-571). ‘a 1989 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A key feature of algebraically closed fields and varieties over such fields 
is that the constructible sets (finite Boolean combinations of Zariski closed 
sets) are closed under projections. (This is proved by Tarski, and Chevalley 
independently, and is known to logicians as “quantifier elimination for the 
theory of algebraically closed fields.“) This is no longer valid for other 
fields. However, for R and Q, (more generally, real closed fields and finite 
extensions of p-adically ‘closed fields) there are analogous results-the 
closure of the class of constructible sets under projection and Boolean 
operations consists of the “semialgebraic sets,” which have a simple 
description. For R this is due to Tarski. For Q, it is due to Macintyre 
[M]. We use these facts to prove some basic (known) results for real and 
p-adic algebraic groups, in a style like that for algebraic groups over 
algebraically closed fields. In particular this avoids use of the Lie algebra, 
and thus of the exponential map. Insofar as the real case is concerned, 
quantifier elimination is a widely known “tool” in real algebraic geometry, 
and thus our results in the real case can be considered as an application of 
elementary real geometry. In the case of Q,, however, it seems that quan- 
tifer elimination is not as widely known outside the circle of logicians. 
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In Section 2 we introduce notation and facts concerning semialgebraic 
sets over R and Qp. In Section 3 we prove a basic lemma which should be 
compared to Bore1 [B, Proposition 2.21. We then obtain some consequen- 
ces, such as those mentioned in the abstract, as well as, for example: if G 
is an open subgroup of a real algebraic group, then G is simple (as an 
abstract group) if G has no proper semialgebraic (so closed) normal sub- 
group. We also discuss algebraic groups over arbitrary real closed fields. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
A subset XG R” is called semialgebraic if it is a finite union of sets 
of the following kind: {a~ R”: f(C) =0 A A’“=, g,(cS)>O}, where 
J”m, g,(R E wn 
By Tarski’s quantifier elimination for R (in the language of fields with a 
predicate for the ordering), also called the Tarski-Seidenberg theorem, 
these sets are precisely the subsets of R” defined in R by first order for- 
mulas in the language of fields. In particular, the image of a semialgebraic 
set under a semialgebraic map (a map R” -+ R” whose graph is semi- 
algebraic) is also semialgebraic. 
The dimension of a semialgebraic set Xs R” can be defined in a number 
of ways. One such is: dim(X) = max{k: some projection of X onto k coor- 
dinate axes contains an open set in Rk}. 
One can show (on general model theoretic grounds [P]) that 
dim X= max{ tr. degree R(z)/R: ti E XR, R a real closed field containing R }, 
where XR is the set of 5~ R” which satisfy in R the “formula” defining X 
in R. 
It then clearly follows that: 
Fact 2.1. dim X= dim(Z,(X)) (where Z,(X) denotes the Zariski closure 
of X in R”, that is to say the smallest algebraic subset of R” containing X). 
Fuct 2.2. If Xg YC R” are irreducible algebraic sets then dim XC 
dim Y. 
Fact 2.3 [P J. If XE YE R’” are nonempty semialgebraic sets, then 
dim X= dim Y * X has nonempty interior in Y (i.e., X contains a non- 
empty open subset of Y). 
A less trivial fact, but one that can also be deduced on general model 
theoretic grounds, is 
Fact 2.4. A semialgebraic set XS R” has finitely many connected com- 
ponents (Euclidean topology), all of which are semialgebraic. 
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DEFINITION 2.5. Let XE [w” be semialgebraic. We will call X Zariski- 
irreducible if Z,(X) is irreducible (as an algebraic set ). 
For the purposes of this paper, by a real algebraic group we mean an 
algebraic subgroup of G&J&!) (i.e., a subgroup of GL,(lQ) defined by poly- 
nomial equations). By a semialgebraic group we mean a semialgebraic sub- 
group of GL,,( Iw) (i.e., a subgroup of GL,( 5X) which is also a semialgebraic 
set ). 
Remark 2.6. Semialgebraic groups are precisely open subgroups of real 
algebraic groups 
Proof. Let HE GL,(IW) be a semialgebraic group. Let X be the Zariski 
closure of H in GL,( Iw). So clearly X is an algeraic subgroup of G&(5X). By 
Facts 2.1 and 2.3, H is open in X. 
Conversely, if HE GL,( [w) is algebraic and K< H is open in H, then K 
is clopen in H, so by Fact 2.4, K is semialgebraic. 
In fact, by Fact 2.4,-an open subgroup of a semialgebraic group H must 
have finite index in H, and moreover the connected component (in the 
Euclidean topology) of the identity of H is also semialgebraic. 
The following remark will also be useful: 
Remark 2.7. Let G be semialgebraic group. Let H be the Zariski closure 
of G in GL,(IW), and let H, be the Zariski-connected component of H. Then 
H, i-, G is a normal subgroup of G of finite index in 6. 
We now briefly review the p-adic case. We will call XC Q; (p-adic) 
semialgebraic if X is a finite Boolean combination of sets defined by 
j’(Y) =O, P,,(g(X)), where f(W), g(z) E Q,[x] and P,(v) means y is an 
mth power (in Qe,). 
Macintyre’s quantifier elimination theorem [M] states that the p-adic 
semialgebraic sets are precisely the subsets of 0; defined (in Q!J by first 
order formulas in the language of fields. Van den Dries and Scowcroft 
[§D] studied dimension theory for p-adic smialgebraic sets, the outcome 
being that dim X can be again defined for p-adic semialgebraic sets, so as 
to satisfy Facts 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 above (but not 2.4 of course). (Here the 
topology on Q, is the valuation topology.) By a p-adic algebraic group, we 
will mean an algebraic subgroup of GL,(Q,), and by a p-adic semi- 
algebraic group, we mean a subgroup of GL,(Qe,) which is a p-adic semi- 
algebraic set. 
We would imagine that Remark 2.6 also holds in the p-adic case, 
although at present we only know one direction: 
Fact 2.8. Any p-adic semialgebraic group is an open subgroup of some 
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p-adic algebraic group. (This is proved exactly as Remark 2.6, by taking 
Zaziski closure and using the p-adic case of 2.3.) 
Remark 2.7 also holds in the p-adic case. 
In the remainder of this paper, the words open and closed are always 
taken to be with respect to the Euclidean/valuation topology, unless 
otherwise stated. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
The following lemma gives real and p-adic analogues of an important 
fact about algebraic groups over algebraically closed fields [B, Proposi- 
tion 2.21. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let G be a real, respectively p-adic, semialgebraic group. Let 
{Xi: iEI} b e a amt 1 o semialgebraic, respectively p-adic semialgebraic, f 'IJ f 
Zariski-irreducible subsets of G, each containing the identity element e. Let 
H be the subgroup of G generated by all the Xi. Then H is closed, and in the 
real case semialgebraic. Moreover there are CI( l), . . . . a(m) E I and Ed, . . . . E, 
(=fl) with md2dim(G) such that X$:1,-X22,. ... .X2,,,, contains an 
open neighborhood of e in H. (Note : we have G < GL,(K), K= IF2 or Qr, and 
GL,(K) can be viewed as a Zariski closed subset of K”‘+ ‘, so the Zariski 
closure of a subset of G is contained in GLJK).) 
ProojY We may first assume that for all i E Z, there is jE I such that 
X; ’ = Xj (as Xl: ’ is also semialgebraic and Zariski-irreducible). If 
CI = (c(( l), . . . . a(k)) is a finite sequence from I we let X, denote XorCk). . . XorCk) 
(={a,.a,. ... . ak : ai E XaCiJ ) ). By the quantifier elimination results men- 
tioned in Section 2, X, is real, respectively p-adic, semialgebraic, and 
clearly Zariski-irreducible, as multiplication is a polynomial map. As each 
Xi contains e, we see that for CI, /3 finite sequences from Z, 
Now clearly there is m <dim G and M = (a(l), . . . . cc(m)) such that for all 
iE I, dim(X, .Xi) = dim X,. 
But then by (*), Fact 2.2, and the fact that every Xfi is Zariski- 
irreducible, we see that 
zc(xx . xi) = zc(xcc) for all i E I. (**I 
Claim A. Z,(X,) is a group (subgroup of GLJK), not necessarily of G). 
This follows from (**) and the following easy observations: 
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(a) Z,(X,) ’ Z,(X,) EZ,iXp. X,) for all P, Y, 
(b) (Z,(X,)-’ = ZJX;‘). 
Equation (** ) and (a) also yield 
Claim B. Xi c Z,(X,) for all i E I. 
Let H be the subgroup of G generated by all the Xi. By Claims A and 
B, NE: Z,(X,). As by Fact 2.1, dim(X,) = dim Z,(X,), and X, c H, we see 
by Fact 2.3 that H is an open subgroup of Z,(X,), and thus a closed sub- 
group of G&(K) and so of G. Moreover in the real case, by Remark 2.6, 
H is semialgebraic. Note that (by Fact 2.3) X, contains an open subset of 
Z,(X,) and so of H. Thus, X, . X; r contains an open neighborhood of e in 
H. This completes the proof. 
Remark 3.2. The above lemma also holds (same proof) over arbitrary 
real closed, p-adically closed fields, except that H may not be semi- 
algebraic. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let G be a real, respectively p-adic semialgebraic 
group. Then the commutator subgroup G’ is closed and in the real case 
is semialgebraic. Zf, in the real case, G is also connected (in the Euclidean 
topology), then so is G’. 
Proof: Assume first G to be Zariski-irreducible (which amounts to 
saying that the Zariski closure of G is a (Zariski)-connected algebraic 
group.) So for each a E G, ao and thus also ao . a-’ are real (p-adic) semi- 
algebraic Zariski-irreducible subsets of G containing e. By Lemma 3.1, 6’ 
(which is generated by the sets aG . a- ‘, a E G) is closed, and in the real 
case semialgebraic. If, in the real case, G were connected in the Euclidean 
topology, then so would be any set aG . a ~ ’ (as multiplication and inver- 
sion are continuous). As G’ is a directed union of products of such sets, 6’ 
is connected: 
The general case follows using an argument of Borel: First let G, be the 
intersection of G with the Zariski-connected component of the Zariski 
closure of G. By Remark 2.7, G, is normal in G, of finite index in 6, and 
clearly Zariski-irreducible. Now, for every aE G and b E G the sets 
(a” ’ a ~ I)“, (a ~ r . aG1)b are semialgebraic and Zariski-irreducible. So by 
Lemma 3.1 the subgroup L generated by these sets is closed, and in the real 
case semialgebraic. Bore1 [B, p. 1091 shows, using an elementary group 
theoretic result of Baer, that L has finite index in G’, which completes the 
proof. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let G be a real or p-adic semialgebraic group. Then G 
is simple as an abstract group if and only if G has no proper nontriviai 
normal closed (and in the real case semialgebraic) subgroup. 
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Proof: We may assume G to be centerless (Z(G) being semialgebraic), 
and by Remark 2.7 to be Zariski-irreducible. Suppose H is a normal non- 
trivial subgroup of G. Let a E H. Then the sets (a’. K’)~, g E G, are semi- 
algebraic, Zariski-irreducible, contain e, and generate a normal nontrivial 
subgroup L of G, contained in H. By Lemma 3.1, L is closed, and in the 
real case semialgebraic. This proves the corollary. 
Remark 3.5. The proof of 3.4 and the moreover clause in Lemma 3.1 
show that (real or p-adic) semialgebraic G is simple as an abstract group 
iff G has no proper normal local subgroup definable just in the group 
language. 
Remark 3.6 (for model theorists). Simple real or p-adic semialgebraic 
groups are “unidimensional.” To be more precise let Xs G be infinite, and 
definable just in the group language. Then for some finite g E G, dcl(Xu g) 
(computed in the group language) contains an open neighborhood of the 
identity in G. The same is true for G(R), R any real closed field. 
ProoJ: X being semialgebraic, it contains a semialgebraic infinite 
Zariski-irreducible subset X, E X. Let a ~ ’ E X,. Then X1 . a is also semi- 
algebraic, Zariski-irreducible, and contains e. Thus the group H generated 
by the (Xi . a)g, g E G, is normal, closed, and nontrivial, so =G. By 
Lemma 3.1, for some g,, . . . . g, E G, m < 2 dim G, (Xi . u)~‘. .. (Xi . u)~” 
contains an open neighborhood of the identity in G. Thus, so does 
(X.a)g’...(X.a)gm. Namely dcl(Xu {a, g,, . . . . g,}) contains an open 
neighborhood of e. The bound on m makes this valid over any real closed 
or p-adically closed field. 
The following result was proved by van der Waerden [W] for simple Lie 
groups and by Bore1 and Tits [BT] for G a simple analytic group over a 
nondiscrete locally compact field. In a recent paper, Comfort and 
Robertson [CR] give an elementary proof for the special case G = sO,( [w). 
(By virtue of Corollary 3.4 there is no ambiguity about use of the word 
“simple.” Note, also, that the proof of the following works if G is allowed 
to have a finite centre.) 
COROLLARY 3.7. Let G be a simple real or p-adic semialgebraic group. 
Then any homomorphism from G into a compact topological group K is 
continuous. 
ProoJ: Let K be a compact topological group. 
Claim. Let U be an open neighborhood of e in K. Then for all a E K 
sufficiently close to e, (a”. a-l)K C U. 
Proof of Claim. If not then there are aA + eK and b,, c1 E K such that 
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cAbAalb;‘a;‘c;’ I$ U. As K- U is compact, some subsequence of the 
clbla,bI;“a;‘c;’ converges to some c $ U, which is impossible (as 
a). -+ d. 
Now, let f be a homomorphism from G into K (where G is simple and 
real or p-adic semialgebraic). Im f could not be discrete in K(otherwise by 
compactness of K, Im f is finite, contradicting simplicity of G). Thus eK is 
not isolated in Im f (*). 
Let U be any neighborhood of eK in K. We will find some neighborhood 
I’ of eG in G such that f(V) G U. This will prove continuity of $ First let 
n = dim G and let W be a neighborhood of eK in K such that W2” & U. 
By the claim and (*), let bE K be such that bE Imf, b # eK, and 
(bK. b-l)” c W. Let a E G, f(a) = b. As G is simple, G is centreless and 
Zariski-irreducible (by Remark 2.7). Thus aG . a - I is semialgebraic, Zariski- 
irreducible, and nontrivial. As G is simple, the subgroup of G generated by 
the (a” .a-‘)” (g EG) is G itself, and by Lemma 3.1, there are 
g,, ..,, g, E G, where m Q 2n such that (aG . a-l)g’ . . . (a” . a ~ ‘)gmh contains a 
neighborhood V of e, in G. By the choice of b and the fact that f is a 
homomorphism, we see f(V) c U, which completes the proof. 
Finally, we point out the following, for interest. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let G be an infinite compact real algebraic group. Let 
R 3 [w be a real closedfield properly containing (w. Then G(R) is not simple 
(as an abstract group). In fact the “infinitesimal” elements of’ G(R) form a 
proper normal subgroup, 
Proof. We say that a f G(R) is infinitesimal if la - e,(,)l R is an 
infinitesimal member of R. (Such elements clearly exist.) Clearly these 
infinitesimal elements (with e) form a subgroup of G(R). By an argument 
as in the claim in the proof of 3.7, and using compactness of G, we have: 
QE > 0, 36 > 0 (in W) such that 
R k VxEG(lx-el -ch*x”?iB,(e)). 
Transferring to R we see that the infinitesimal members of G(R) form a 
normal set, and thus by the above, a normal subgroup of G(R). 
On the other hand, Lemma 3.1 and other remarks above show that if G 
is real semialgebraic and simple, then for any real closed field R, G(R) is 
“locally” simple. 
Final Remark. All the methods of this paper also apply to afline Nash 
groups. A Nash group is a Nash manifold [S] equipped with Nash group 
structure. (Nash functions are analytic semialgebraic functions.) A general 
study of such groups will be undertaken in [DP]. A Nash manifold is 
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affine if it can be Nash embedded in some R”. In affne Nash manifolds, we 
have the DCC on Nash closed sets, and so one can replace arguments 
involving Zariski irreducibility by ones involving Nash irreducibility. 
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